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Synopsis 
 
 
Bogotá, Colombia, is infamous for drug barons, kidnapping, murders and the longest ongoing 
guerilla war in the world. But what about the majority of citizens who are trying to maintain normal 
lives in this troubled country? WAR TAKES goes beyond the headlines to give us an inside look 
at the political situation in Colombia through personal stories of three main characters.  

 
Adelaida and Patricia, directors of a 15-year old independent production company, turned the 
cameras on themselves for four years to expose the tough reality in their violent, war-ravaged 
homeland. From conversations in the jungle with guerillas to elegant dinner parties with society's 
elite, WAR TAKES allows the real lives of its heroes, forever changed by war, to break through 
the stereotypes, forcing us to rethink our own conceptions, or misconceptions, of the beliefs and 
values by which these Colombians live. 
 
 

  
 
 

Festivals and Awards 

Amsterdam International Documentary Film Festival (IDFA) 

Human Rights Watch Film Festival, New York 

Barcelona Human Rights International Film Festival 

Doc Aviv International Documentary Film Festival 

Hamptons International Film Festival 

The Museum of Modern Art – Documentary Fortnight 

Dok Fest (Munich Documentary Film Festival) 

Cine Las Americas International Film Festival 
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Biographies 

 
 
PATRICIA CASTANO studied social work and rural communication in the 70s, in Colombia, 
England and Holland. After an intense experience in communication, socio-economic studies and 
development in the country and Latin America, she committed completely to the field of the 
cinema and documentary television in the middle of 80s. 
Thanks to an honorary scholarship of the British Council and her work in Colombia with the BBC 
and public and educative television, she studied cinema and television with the BBC and the 
Open University in England.  
 
She founded Citurna Productions with of Doris Eder de Zambrano and Adelaida Trujillo. They 
have co-directed several documentary productions, among them: 
 

- La ley del Monte (Law of the Jungle),  
- Seguimos adelante (Nothing Will Stop Us) 
- Las otras guerras de la la cocaine (Behind the Cocaine Wars) 
- El mundo rotundo de Fernando Botero (The Rotund World o Fernando Botero) 

 
All of these productions have been awarded with important international prizes.  
In addition to the documentary direction, Patricia has been committed to the environmental and 
educational topics in TV production, and also in the edutainment scheme addressed to children. 
 
She developed and produced the idea of Franja Metro, a successful daily programme for children 
which, during two years, Citurna, in Consortium with Cigala, produced for the Regional Channel 
in Bogotá.  
 
From year 2000, she has been a member of the Board of directors of INPUT and also of the 
group of Latin American producers that promote Prix Jeunesse and the World Summit on Media 
for Children of the 2004 in Rio de Janeiro.  
The production of Tune In To Kids – 2001, broadcasted by the regional channel in Bogotá, in 
which Patricia worked as Executive Producer was awarded by Unicef and the International 
Council of NA TAS with a special Emmy prize. 
In her short whiles of leisure, she combines his activities of Citurna and Imaginario with the 
Asociación de amigos de la Bilblored (Association of Friends of the Biblored of the Capital 
District.) 

 
 
ADELAIDA TRUJILLO  studied anthropology in Colombia, and film and television direction and 
production in the UK, at the London International Film School and the BBC, also with a 
British Council scholarship. She worked for a year in the BBC's Music and Arts 
Department, as an associate producer and researcher for the series Made in 
Latin America, directed by award winning Mike Dibb.  
 
Co-founder of Citurna, she has been involved in all the projects produced, either on the direction 
or production side. Adelaida is Vice President of the New Latin American Cinema Corporation 
based in Bogotá, member of the planning group for the Rockefeller Foundation's Communication 
for Social Change Network.  
 
She is now currently developing a film on kidnap for Channel Four (UK) and other cutting edge 
documentary features with Patricia. She keeps sane by combining "hard docs" with producing 
children's programmes and raising raise her two kids, Pablo and Violeta, 7 and 5. 
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Director’s Statement 
 
Filmmakers are expected to be behind the camera trying to be objective and to describe what they see and 
understand from reality. That is what we have done for the last sixteen years producing a wide range of 
quality, meaningful television programs in and about Colombia, for local and international audiences. 
 
In the last years, however, as the Colombian social, political and economic situation became very critical, we 
felt the need to point the camera at us and ask ourselves many questions about how we are facing the 
conflict in our country; how do we explain its evolution into the present situation; have we changed or is 
reality today very different from when we started recording the Colombian situation over a decade ago?  
 
In 1987, we set out to the remote coca-planted areas in the Caguán River and La Macarena, far away in the 
Colombian Amazon basin. At the time very few people knew much about the area, the people, the number 
of peasants involved, or its relation with the FARC Marxist guerrilla.  
 
We made there our first 16mm documentary, Law of the Jungle (ZDF/CH4/ RTVE, 1989) which has become 
a landmark on the subject, more so during the last government (1998-2002), when the Caguán became a 
household name in Colombia, as the "distension area" (the size of Switzerland) ceded to the FARC as the 
first step in a peace process which started in January 1999 and did not move anywhere. On the contrary, the 
war spread through the rest of the country and became a harsh reality, not as a civil war would, for the 
civilian society at large is not siding with guerrillas or paramil itaries, but as their main unarmed...target: we 
are the victims of massacres, kidnaps, bombings. 
 
To make things worse, the Americans are here! In August of 2001, President Clinton visited Colombia to 
start the Plan Colombia; this is basically military aid, to support the war against drugs (and against the 
guerrillas, evidently, for drugs money is one of the main sources of income for them -the other being 
kidnapping). 
 
We are then facing a number of dilemmas (between the devil and the deep blue sea): 
 
We come from a liberal-minded, educated upper class with all the privileges, risks and contradictions (good 
and bad) this entails in a Latin American country like Colombia.  
 
We would like a better society and have always been committed through our work to reaching that aim. But 
how further away are we from achieving a better society now?  
 
We have become disenchanted with the Colombian guerrilla movement because of the way they have 
devised to reach power (drug money, kidnaps, extortion) and because nothing seems as far from a 
"democratic" society than their means of dealing with problems: authoritarian, Stalinist, vertical and with no 
respect for any humanitarian principles --euphemisms instead of truths. 
 
We do not want a powerful US supported Army, fighting a "war against drugs" or a “war against terrorism” 
with no chance of being successful either against the drug trade or the guerrillas. This will strengthen the 
guerrillas’ peasant support and encourage "nationalistic" undertones, which might blur the real implications 
of the guerrilla power. 
 
War Takes tries to picture this complex situation in a country stigmatized by the international media. It also 
shows another point of view of the upper classes in our continent; it challenges the stereotypes and shows 
the real day-to-day life of the urban dwellers of a country’s democracy, full of creative people and initiatives 
that are internationally known. But never make the mainstream media abroad.  
 
We also hope War Takes shows not only the harsh reality, but also mainly the hope we all live with in trying 
to make our country a better place for all. 
 

 
-Directors Adelaida Trujillo and Patricia Castaño 
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